
Chemical Free Sanitisation for Avocados

ArcAqua Harnesses the Powerful Sanitising

Capabilities of Ozone

ArcAquaʼs patented technology

• uses the physics of adsorption to safely harness

the power of ozone within the spray cone.

• provides a natural, zero-residue sanitiser.

• that significantly outperforms chemical

alternatives.

The Problem with Chemical Sanitisation

• Global pressure to reduce the use of chemicals

for post harvest sanitisation due to high residual

toxicity and the latent effect on human health

and the environment.

• Operators require training.

• Onsite chemical storage.

• High probablity for user error with regard to

dosing and managing concentration levels.

• High management time overheads.

• Environmentally unsafe.

ArcAqua’s Solution to Sanitisation

ArcAqua’s advanced ozone sanitising technology is

an environmentally friendly solution, that is simple to

use and easy to integrate into your business.

ArcAqua has gained market acceptance globally with

90 plus installations in SA, and 50 plus internationally.

Some key benefits of ArcAqua for avocado packers:

• Always-On Technology / No Stops

• Non-Corrosive

• Hassle-Free

• Consistent and Remotely Monitored

• Leaves No Residue

• Environmentally Friendly & Organic

Field Trial Data

In a comparison of Chlorine Dioxide bath treatments,

one combined with ArcAqua and one without (used

as a control), tests were made at 0, 4 and 8 hours

into a shift. At all time-points, the ArcAqua system

had a significant and increasingly higher microbial

reduction than treatment without ArcAqua.
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In a subsequent test, Chlorine Dioxide (ClO
2
) and

ArcAqua were used as sanitisers, then combined with

Prochloraz (PCZ), as the fungicide. When ClO
2
was

combined with PCZ, a 100% PCZ concentration was

required. When ArcAqua was combined with PCZ,

only 30% of PCZ concentration was required to

obtain a 99% microbial reduction.

Why Ozone?

• Bacteria, moulds and viruses are destroyed by

protoplasmic oxidation resulting in cell wall

disintegration (cell lysis).

• CT values (contact time multiplied by

concentration of ozone) provide empirical

evidence of the ozonation of various micro-

organisms.

Benefits of Ozone

• Effective, broad spectrum sanitiser providing

increased shelf-life.

• Zero chemical residuals and organic suitability.

• Environmentally friendly.

Why ArcAqua?

• Globally patented ozone delivery system delivers

ozone safely and to the point of sanitisation.

• Delivers the required volume of ozone for

efficacy, more effective than ozonated water.

• Faster acting than chlorine based sanitisers.

• Neither water PH nor water hardness is a

consideration.

• Customized solutions for food processing

challenges and machinery.

• Field tested results.

• Eliminate in-line chemical management and

OHSA chemical storage concerns.


